
Cortez Rally 

Details 

Navigation Essentials 

 

How to follow the racecourse: A unique paper roadbook will be provided for each stage.  The roadbook 

is the key tool for navigating the racecourse.  Each roadbook notation will provide you with the heading 

and distance required for you to navigate to the next roadbook entry. Although we will give some 

waypoints for safety, we will not provide a GPS trail. We will utilize international road book symbols and 

abbreviations, so get familiar with them above. All race vehicles are required to have an odometer with 

1/10 or 1/100 mile precision, as well as a digital compass (your GPS) that provides “true North” vehicle 

headings in numeric format (0 to 359 degrees).  The odometer MUST be adjustable up and down in 

distance via manual control.  Utilizing a GPS as an odometer is generally not acceptable since they are 

usually not easily adjustable on-the-fly. All distances in the roadbook will be in miles.  These are all 

standard requirements for cross-country rallies worldwide. 

Crew Support:  Only in the bivouac or approved assistance zones during transfers. In cross-country rally, 

competitors take care of themselves on the race course. Crew support can only be given in the bivouac.  

Any support provided to competitors by crew members on Specials is forbidden.  Only competitors can 
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help other competitors on Specials. All crew will need to receive a bivouac wristband at registration. So 

please provide a number of crew that will be with you. 

Tracking:  We're watching out for you.  For your safety, a SPOT tracking device or DeLorme inReach is 

required on each race vehicle, and must be in tracking mode at all times while outside the bivouac and 

lining up for a stage start.  Each competitor must bring their own SPOT/inReach device and provide a link 

to their SPOT tracking page to race officials. Your tracking page must not be password protected during 

the rally.  You MUST have signed up for the tracking service through SPOT/DeLorme for your device, and 

tracking must be operational during the rally. 

Rally School:  Learn how this rally works.  A rally school will be provided the day of registration in 

Mexicali.  The school will help rally rookies learn how to navigate by roadbook, and learn some of the 

basics of rally racing.  Rally experts will also find the school helpful in understanding unique aspects of 

Cortez Rally roadbooks and GPS utilization.  If you think "HP" means horsepower, you REALLY need this 

school! 

Safety for Cars & Bikes:  Cars will start hours after the bikes, and some stages will be split towards the 

end so bikes and cars are on different tracks. 

Also, some of the stages will be mostly dunes and HP (no road) towards the end if not a large 

percentage of the whole length. In those cases you won't be stuck on a road with a berm or cliff on each 

side. So, any car that might be approaching a bike can take their own path that doesn't coincide with the 

bike's path, and cars have the freedom to go well around to pass in these areas. In addition, it's tough to 

make dust in sand, so visibility in most areas should be excellent.  Overall, the mix of bikes and cars in 

Cortez Rally should be a non-issue. 

Gas Range:  More is better! Long stages for motos/quads provide one or two gas stops.  This may 

change in the weeks to come, but at the moment the longest range recommended for motos and quads 

is 85 miles, and 140 miles for cars and UTV's (if your car will not go 140 miles please contact us to 

confirm final mileage requirements).  For motos and quads, when two stops are provided, one stop will 

be neutralized, while the other is "on the clock".  Those motos and quads with a range of 140 miles can 

skip the "on the clock" stop and only utilize the neutralized stop.  Entry includes 5 gallons of pit gas for 

each moto or quad for the long day. 

We are also allowing one "on the clock" stop for cars/trucks/UTVs on the long stage. The Driver / 

Navigator must shut down and exit the vehicle, and pour their own gas from cans they supply. No chase 

crews are allowed in or near the gas pit.  Each car/truck/UTV wishing to utilize the gas pit must supply 

their own gas in their own cans to race officials the day before the long stage (Stages 2). Cortez Rally 

officials will deliver those gas cans to the gas pit location. The longest stage is approximately 225 miles. 

The pit will allow a car/truck/UTV with a 140 mile range to complete the course.  

Keep in mind gas range is much worse in the dunes than what you would normally get! 

For reference, Dakar moto/quad rules require 250km plus 20% range, which is 186 miles (300km). 



Hotels:   

Mexicali – Hotel Colonial will be race headquarter for registration, tech and rally school on April 21st.  

Blvd. Adolfo López Mateos 1048, Centro Civico y Comercial, 21000 Mexicali, BC. +52 686 556 1312.  

San Luis Rio Colorado - Hotel San Angel is on the main highway 2, less than 5 minutes from the border 

crossing at San Luis (South of Yuma, Arizona).  Though a half hour drive from the bivouac, it is 

conveniently located in town.  Address: 1050 Colonia Comercial, San Luis Rio Colorado 83449, Mexico 

Telephone: +52 653-534-0101 

https://www.facebook.com/Hotelerasanangel 

For the hotshot navigators: 32° 28.775'N  114° 46.167'W 

Ensenada – TBD. 

Other Rules: 

 All vehicles must pass scrutineering. 

 Immediately following scrutineering, all vehicles are placed in Parc Ferme (vehicle impound), 

and cannot be accessed again until just prior to rally start the following morning. 

 No paddle tires allowed on any race vehicle.  DOT tires required on all motos. 

 All vehicles must carry a SPOT or InReach satellite tracking device, with tracking on at all times. 

 Motos and Quads must have a front number plate (minimum size to be announced later). 

 Motos must have spokes wired or zip-tied. 

 All vehicles must have fuel lines tied down and secured. 

 All motos and quads must have a mounted roadbook reader to accept a standard 6” wide 

roadbook roll. 

 All vehicles must have an appropriate rally odometer (ICO, Terratrip, Tripmaster, etc.), 

calibrated for miles. 

 All motos and quads must carry a minimum of 3 liters of water, more is preferred. 

 All cars, trucks, UTV's must carry a minimum of 3 liters of water per person onboard. 

Why a secret course? 

- Conquering the unknown gives a great sense of accomplishment and adventure 

- Helps level the playing field between those with local knowledge and newcomers 

- Minimizes the impact to the environment by minimizing the repeated use of the roads traveled 

- This is the traditional approach for cross-country rally events 

Why no GPS tracks? 

- A core concept in cross-country rally is navigating by roadbook 

- GPS tracks takes away the challenge in navigation, also taking away much of the fun 

When it comes to navigation, the sport of cross-country rally has retained the concept of using a 

roadbook to find your way as opposed to more recent developments such as GPS tracks.  It's an 
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essential and unique component that sets rally apart from all other forms of motor racing.  It forces you 

to THINK about where you're going, while at the same time trying to go as fast as you can. 

Rally also puts a premium on "reading the terrain", since you probably have never been in that place 

before.  When you don't know what's around the next corner, or over the next hill, you have to drive or 

ride a bit differently.  You have to drive smart to be successful. 

Rally navigation also provides opportunities for savvy competitors to out-wit their competition by 

picking a different path in certain parts of the course.  In traditional North American desert racing, the 

same savvy "creative line" selection is possible (though less and less with the introduction of trackers), 

but that planning is generally done well before the race, in pre-running.  In rally, the competitor has to 

do it "on-the-fly", in unknown terrain, which adds an extra level of challenge and an extra level of 

opportunity. 

In rally, it's not supposed to be pushbutton easy to find your way from one place to another. Using GPS 

tracks to navigate a true cross country rally would be like paving the whole Baja 1000 course.  Sure it 

makes it easier, but you cut part of the heart out of what the event is all about.  It becomes a different 

race all together.  If you look at navigation the same way you look at dirt, bumps, heat, dust, rocks, 

spectators, and all the other things you hate but love, then you can better appreciate the added 

challenge of navigating an unknown course in unknown terrain without GPS tracks.  Navigation by 

roadbook presents a unique mental challenge that GPS tracks takes away. 

When the navigation is tough, which we believe it should be, people make mistakes, get confused and 

lost, miss turns, and more. For people who love a good challenge, tough navigation makes it all the 

better. Ask anyone who has raced Dakar or any other overseas rally, and they will tell you they love that 

added challenge.  Rally is more of a "thinking man's" sport.  Test your balls as well as your brain! 

What kind of GPS is needed? 

Please specify the make and model of GPS you have on the entry form. We will contact you if there are 

any questions. No GPS tracks will be provided or allowed. Your GPS will be accessed before, during and 

after the event by Cortez Rally officials. Please make sure any routes and waypoints you wish to keep are 

saved on a chip before tech in Mexicali. Your GPS will be erased of all previous saved data before you 

are allowed to start each day. At the finish of each stage we will be downloading information from your 

device so please be patient. 

Where to get rally equipment? 

Motos: Most moto related items such are roadbook reader, rally odometer, and mounting brackets are 

available at Rally Management Services (RMS).  RMS is offering a special Cortez Rally discounted price 

for a moto kit (must be entered in Cortez Rally to receive discount).  This discount setup is well suited for 

bikes, quads, UTVs, and single-seater cars. 

Cars: In most cases the rally odometer is the one thing that cars will need to add. The existing GPS can 

be used as your heading repeater, but many drivers prefer to have an optional heading repeater in front 

of them to allow them to hold the heading the codriver requires. Cars don’t need a roadbook reader 



unless it is a single seater. Rally Odometer, optional heading repeater for the driver can be purchased 

through Rally Management Services (RMS).  RMS is offering a special Cortez Rally discounted price for a 

car kit (must be entered in Cortez Rally to receive discount). They will also be on the event to offer 

assistance. We highly recommend their product. If you prefer a Terratrip odometer we have special 

pricing on those units. For that info please contact Darren Skilton, dskilton@bajaautomotive.com 

Contact: 

For further details, contact Darren Skilton or Scott Whitney: 

 

General Issues, Cars, Event Sponsors, English/Español: Darren Skilton, dskilton@bajaautomotive.com, 

(562) 682-2226. 

 

Motos, Roadbooks, Course, Navigation, GPS / SPOT, Scoring:  Scott Whitney, scott@hogwildracing.com, 

(310) 200-3330. 
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